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Profile 
 
I'm a painter with a few years of experience working in fine arts commissions, 
both digital and physical. I'm currently creating works that are focused on 
contemporary queerness. I recently returned to my career in art, and am 
actively seeking professional opportunities to showcase my work in galleries 
around Boston and the Cape.  
 
My portfolio of work is available upon request. 
Website: www.zeegiesbrecht.art 
 

Bio 
 
Born in 1986 in Brazil, Zee Giesbrecht (he/they) is a queer artist currently 
residing in Hingham, Massachusetts. Working primarily with art that concerns 
LGBTQIA+ body identity, intimate relationships and queer consciousness. His 
works aim to explore these themes through an emotional representation of 
identities that are in movement, always in constant construction and 
deconstruction. To express that idea, he tends to choose an intersection of 
liquid and dry mediums: bright ever-flowing watercolors juxtaposed with solid 
charcoal presented in fast, rough, disconnected lines. 
 
Zee is a graduate of the Faculty of Fine Arts of The University of Lisbon. He has 
exhibited internationally in Brazil, at the MIS (Museu da Imagem e do Som) and 
in Portugal. He is a member of a local organization (Hull Artists) of artists who 
aim to promote the arts throughout Massachusetts's South Shore. 
  

Statement 
 
My name is Zee Giesbrecht, I'm a Brazilian queer artist. My work concerns 
LGBTQIA+ body identity, intimate relationships and queer consciousness. I aim 
to explore these themes through an emotional representation of identities that 
are in movement, always in constant construction and deconstruction. To 
express that idea, I tend to choose an intersection of liquid and dry mediums: 
bright ever-flowing watercolors juxtaposed with solid charcoal presented in fast, 
rough, disconnected lines. 
 

Education 
 
2017 BFA in Visual Art, Major in Painting 
Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal 
Thesis Exhibition: “INCONECTO” 

mailto:zeegiesbrecht@gmail.com


Faculty Mentor Professor Paula Almozara 
  
2015 Licentiate degree in Visual Art, Major in Design 
Department of Visual Art 
Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Campinas, Campinas, SP, Brazil 
 

 
Selected Exhibitions 
 
2014    Exhibition, TRANS( ), MIS (Museu da Imagem e do Som), Campinas, 

SP, Brazil 
2022    Exhibition, Portraits of Leadership: Responses to the Obama Portraits, 

MFA (Museum of Fine Arts), Boston, MA 
 
  

Foreign Languages  
 
Portuguese—Fluent 


